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e have had some reasonable weather of late making conditions at the field very pleasant, Just as
well with 6 comps being flown this past month. The comps have been well attended although a little
down in entries from previous years still the strongest group from what I can see on the state calendar. This
past month we have run Duration, 8 entries, 2cc 3 entries (more if the president had remembered to bring
a model) Nostalgia 4 entries ( I would personally like to forget nostalgia after ploughing my model into the
dirt, Vintage glider 5 entries. There has also been Texaco and 1/2A electric but unfortunately I couldn’t be
there. Big Mac seems to be in top form this year; so far the worst placing he’s managed is second so he’s
well on the way to be the recipient of the Paul Baartz shield. Young Euan Mitchel has flown in two events
this year, all be with borrowed models and has managed to find a second place in duration, well done Euan.
The next meeting will be the AGM which means fees are due, so please bring your wallets and cough up
so you will be insured and can continue flying. It would be unpleasant to reject an entry at the field due to
non-payment of fees and no insurance. The fees have been set at $140.00, a bargain considering the world
class facility we have at Oakford. Speaking of the field it appears the farmer has seeded again this year
but has kindly left the grass landing area for us to play on; it’s also been levelled off so it just keeps getting
better. Please be mindful that we are only there due to the kindness of the owner.
On a sad note our condolences go out to Rob Bovell our esteemed CD. Robs wife passed away earlier this
month suddenly and was a shock to all. I know you will all join me in passing on our thoughts at this difficult
time for Rob and his Family. We hope to see Rob back at the field soon with his larger than life smile a stop
watch and clip board in hand.
At the last meeting Hans brought up the subject of the Old Timer rules and has written a thought provoking
article on the subject. Please read it as some flyers may not be aware of the issues that are being innocently overlooked. Whilst our club comps are very social and a lot of fun we need to make sure our models
are up to scratch for the upcoming State comps, a more serious event. It is in our interest to be compliant,
especially if you intend to compete on a national level at the SAM Champs held in NSW. I would also like
to thank Hans for stepping in and being the CD for the last two events in my absence.
Don’t forget this Sunday is 38 Antique so bring out your sparkles.
Dicko
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WA Model Aero Club inc.
WAMAC Minutes of

general meeting held on: 8th May 2015

Held at: 20 Granville Way, Willeton
Meeting started at: 8pm with the president Ian Dixon in the chair.
Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, H.VanLeeuwen, B.Slyns-Daniels, R.Rowson, R.Bovell,
G.McLure, R.Hoogenkamp
Apologies: M.Butcher, G.Cooke, A.Trott, A.Bentley, K.Hooper
Visitors:
Correspondence inwards: Several newsletters.
Correspondence outwards: Geezer and other newsletters to mailing list.
Treasurers report: Cash at bank:$15,97.72 21 members ( 1 junior) and 9 associates.
Minutes of previous meeting: were confirmed as circulated to members.
Business arising:
General Business: Discussion regarding field, I.Dixon will purchase fertilizer and organize it
to be spread at next comp day at the field.
Some alterations to contest calendar were discussed.
Hans expressed concern that some competition rules were only loosely adhered to, he will
write a letter to Geezer editor for publication.
Discussion regarding club fees for 2015-16 resolved that all seniors be $140, Juniors $30 and
associates $40, to be ratified at the AGM in June.
Competition results AWA Hand Launched Glider: 1. G.McLure, 2..R.Sherburn, 3.I.Dixon
SAM270 1/2A Texaco: 1. R.McDonald, 2. I.Dixon, 3. G.McLure, 4. P.Baartz
			
Meeting Closed at: 8.40pm.
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W.A. Model Aero Club inc.
WAMAC Notice of Annual General Meeting.
The AGM will take place at the 20 Granville Way, Willeton on Friday 12th June
2015.
All members please note that club fees for 2015 - 2016 are now due.
All seniors $ 140
Associate Members $ 40
Juniors $30.

Office Wallahs 2014-2015
President: Ian Dixon
Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com
Vice President/AWA delegate: Troy Latto
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au
Geezer Editor: Michael Butcher
Email: lormic@optusnet.com.au
Contest Co-ordinator: Rob Bovell
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au
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WAMAC inc
2014-2015 Financial Report

			
Receipts
Balance b/f
Subscriptions		
Associates fees
Bank Interest
Ether sales
Competition fees
Cap sales

Payments
		

				

$15,415.39
2800.00
270.00
		
1.55
165.00
209.00
45.00

AWA membership fees
Trophy purchases
Christmas BBQ
Field maintenance			
Slasher repairs
Balance c/f			
			

$18,905.94

$2080.00
306.00
154.00
48.22
275.00
$15,972.72
$18,905.94

Totals: 20 Members, and 9 associates.

An electric “Flamingo” !. This magnificent model had its first flight on 31st May with Graeme Cook in
charge
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Paul Baartz Shield 2015
SAM number Name		
Club Points
		
2706		
R McDonald
26
27017		
I Dixon		
15
27023		
G McLure
11
2704		
T Latto			
5
27028		
R Silbereisen		
5
27021		
K Hooper		
4
27036		
E Mitchell		
4
2701		
P Baartz		
3
2703		
R Rowson		
2
27027		
M Butcher		
1
27014		
H Van Leeuwen
1
27015		
G Cook		
1
27022		
R Sherburn		
1
27029		
C Edwards		
1
2702		
P Spencer		
0
27010		
G Eyres		
0
27011		
R Hoogenkamp
0
27012		
G Dickens		
0
27013		
A Trott			
0
27016		
J Voak			
0
27019		
R Bovell		
0
27020		
C Behr			
0
27024		
R Sutherland		
0
27025		
L Isitt			
0
27026		
B Slyns-Daniels
0
27031		
G Car			
0
27033		
B Edwards		
0

The SAM270 Facebook page is up and
running. Just click the logo above and hit
“Like” when the page comes up so you
can see all the action around the club

Scores from the recent 1/2a electric and
OT Texaco are not included at time of
publication. ed.
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Nostalgia - Oakford Field 31st May 2015

F

our entries enrolled for this comp.
Conditions were excellent although a
little on the cold side to start with. Competitors entertained the crowd with some
impromptu aerobatics during the climb
phase of each round. This always helps
sharpen the reflexes of competitors and
spectators.
A fly off between Rod Mc Donald and
Greg Mc Lure was tightly fought out with
Rod the eventual victor.

Nostalgia 31st May 2015 Oakford						
						
Competitor		
Place
Model		
Engine		
Total
						
2706
Rod Mc Donald
1
Zoot Suit
OS 25		
1260		
27023
Greg Mc Lure
2
Ollie		
OS 25		
1260		
27017
Ian Dixon		
3
Stomper
OS 40H
1108		
27036
Euan Mitchell
4
Jays Bird
OS 25		
819		
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Vintage Glider - Oakford Field 31st May 2015

F

ollowing the Nostalgia event we ran our Vintage
Glider competition. Conditions were just about
perfect, enough wind to assist with the launching
but not enough to disturb the models.
After some test flights the comp started in earnest.
An unfortunate wing fold on launch ended Chris’s
day. Rod had some interesting moments with his
radio but persistence paid off, as can be seen from
the results!.
The winch worked well but gave a few problems
later in the event. These were remedied by applying some insulating tape to the reel, a note was
made to effect a better solution before the next
event.
Well done to the winners, Rod, Greg and Dicko.

Vintage Glider - 31st May Oakford			
			
Competitor			
Place Model		
			
2706
Rod Mc Donald
1
100% Lulu
27023
Greg Mc Lure
2
Thermic
27017
Ian Dixon		
3
Snook		
27029
Chris Edwards
4
Lulu		
27015
G Cooke		
5
150% DG 67

Total
914
794
423
60
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1/2a Electric - Oakford Field - 7th June 2015

S

even entrants fronted up to the 1/2a electric
event this morning.
The weather was kind to us with early clouds all
but disappearing later in the event.
Fortunately there was minimal wind around for
most of the morning which of course these small
models, and their pilot's, appreciated. The first
two rounds were flown in sessions of 4 and 3 competitors as timers were in relatively short supply.
After two rounds it became obvious that everyone
was maxing in the ideal conditions. A decision was
made to scrap the third and fourth rounds and
press on with a mass launch fly-off.

Stiff necks all around tomorrow !

Some excellent times were put in by the winners
with Rod McDonald achieving an astounding 25
minutes and 12 seconds. Ray Sherburn managed
a close 24 minutes 13 seconds. The rest were
spread between 15 to 17 minutes with the exception of your editor who stumbled at the final hurdle
(again) and turned in 12 minutes. The event was
well run and enjoyed by all.
Mass launch with Chris, Les and Kevin.
Beautifully finished “Dallaire” by Ray Silbereisen

1/2a Electric - 7th June 2015 Oakford			
			
Competitor		
Place
Model			
			
2706
R Mc Donald
1
RC-1			
27022
Ray Sherburn
2
Bomber		
2701
Paul Baartz		
3
Stardust Special
27028
Ray Silbereisen
4
Dallaire		
27029
Chris Edwards
5
Kerswap		
27021
Kevin Hooper
6
Anderson Pylon
27027
Michael Butcher 7
Kerswap		

Total
1512
1453
1021
960
956
920
762

Chris with “Kerswap” & “Cuddle Box”
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OT Texaco - Oakford Field - 7th June 2015

I

t was encouraging to see so many entries for this event. Two
contestants withdrew with engine difficulties, Greg with his
Bantam and Les with his 85% Bomber.
The rest soldiered on through four rounds turning in some
good times. The standouts being Kevin Hooper and Rod Mc
Donald who managed to max in three rounds each.

Plenty of entries for OT Texaco

Hans Van Leeuwen was unlucky when his 85% Bomber decided it didn’t need wings anymore. The resultant arrival at terra
firma surprised us all as the damage was not major. The wings
made a perfect landing.
Final results were decided by the fly off and once again Rod
prevailed.

Amazing survival by Han’s Bomber
OT Texaco - 7th June 2015 Oakford					
					
Competitor			
Place
Model		
Engine		
Total
					
2706
Rod Mc Donald		
1
Bomber
OS 60		
1800		
27021
Kevin Hooper		
2
85% Bomber ASP 61
1800		
27028
Ray Silbereisen		
3
85% Bomber OS40		
1796
27022
Ray Sherburn		
4
Playboy
Magnum 61 1202
27014
Hans VanLeeuwen		
5
85% Bomber Magnum 61 1200
27025
Les Isitt				
85% Bomber 65 Saito
27023
Greg Mc Lure			
Bantam
GB 250		
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A load of *!@#
Aero-modelling takes on a rural look at our Oakford field. Here you can see some of our dedicated members shovelling “it” to ensure our field is free from all objects that may cause FOD to our models.
Thanks to all those that helped out on the day. Hans Van Leeuwin supplied the photos and the friendly
cows (Bos taurus - scientific name for cattle) supplied the rest.

rubbish !

It wasn’t me
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Letter to the editor from Hans Van Leeuwen
To the Geezer editor,
Some rambling, about the observation of rules, the job of the Contest Director and other related issues.
I’ve noticed that contest directors tend to be either very lenient or maybe don’t know or enforce the rules
as laid down.
Contests are governed by rules and in the interest of fairness all contestants should follow those rules. It
is the Contest Director (CD) who is responsible for ensuring compliance with the rules of the day. This
particularly relates to eligibility of models and fidelity to the original.
I’ve never yet been asked to prove eligibility nor to demonstrate fidelity to the original in any Old Timer
contest I’ve attended. This goes for all categories.
I note that some models with which I’m quite familiar turn up at the field and are allowed to compete when
I contend that they are not in keeping with the original. Further, there is a flying surface area to engine
capacity ratio established in the preamble to the rules and I’m not sure that this is ever checked.
I would urge that our Club has a look at this issue and becomes a little more observant where it relates to
competition management.
I believe that some of this is further complicated by a quick look at the Old Timer Electric Section, where I
found the following statement that has completely blown me away:

What are minor extensions and in whose opinion are they minor? If someone makes these supposed minor extensions or alterations and then the next person makes some more minor changes, where does this
end? If a model can’t be made to work as the original plan outline dictates, then perhaps that model or that
design should not be used in that particular category of contest.
In my opinion 10.4.1.2 (k) is in absolute contradiction of 10.4.1.2 (e) which states:

continued on next page ....
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If a (k) addition to the rules was deemed necessary, it may have been more appropriate if it was worded
something like: “Positional changes to the front bulkhead may be made to facilitate the mounting of electric
motors whilst retaining the original propeller face/propeller disc location. Minor variations to the thrust line
are allowed.”
Further, I find 10.4.2.3 (f) about as confusing as the above, it states that it is permitted to make fuselage
extensions to accommodate a flight battery pack. Modifications should follow original fuselage lines. How
one can make extension and retain original fuselage lines is beyond me and again, I see this as a direct
contradiction of 10.4.1.2(f).
Another issue that relates to fidelity to the original arises from plans that have been redrawn and published
in magazines in quite recent times or plans that just appear and are not compared to originals. A case in
point is Kerswap. This model as original has quite a short nose moment as the original version built, flown
and drawn by Gil Morris in 1941/42. A different version with a much longer nose moment has appeared
in a magazine and is flown as a 1/2A Texaco model. In fact, I believe that one of those has placed in an
Australian Championship. My question: Why is that allowed?
I offer the following two diagrams provided by Gil Morris, the designer of the Kerswap as corroboration of
my concern. I also make you aware of the captions he has given those diagrams and the notations he has
made on those sections of the plans.

Legal Kerswap
continued on next page ....
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Illegal Kerswap

continued on next page ....
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I’ll illustrate another point of concern and this happened to me recently. I ordered a short kit and a plan for
a particular model that I wanted to build. I already had a plan, but ordered another as my grandson had
indicated that he also wanted to build one and I was going to give him the new plan.
When I came to build the model I looked at the wing and tail ribs and they seemed strange to me. I dug
in my template box and found the originals and they are significantly different from the original, as is the
redrawn plan. This situation has now been remedied because I’ve gone back to the original plan and have
also provided a copy of that plan to the provider of the short kit.

While I’m rambling I’ll also advise others to be careful when buying short kits overseas, particularly America. Their rules are different from ours and they make changes that are unacceptable to us, this relates to
wing rib and spar configurations in particular. I had a recent experience with a Lanzo RC-1 where the spar
configuration is OK over there but not here.
As a further adjunct to the above, I also contend that most of the rules that relate to Old Timer contests in
particular are ridiculous. I had read with interest the results of the recent Canowindra Champs, where in
most cases there were, in my opinion, far too many contestants in the fly-off. A full-house score should
be difficult to achieve. The good competitors will still win the contest, but the duration of the contests will
be reduced and the outcome far more realistic. In this current set-up, you may as well have a one flight
contest because that what it realistically becomes. Winning becomes a lottery of one flight. For Example,
according to the results published in the Duration Times, the following figures indicate my point:
Antique, 15 contestants, 10 in the fly-off, 66%
Burford, 25 contestants, 7 in the fly-off, 28%
Duration, 29 contestants, 20 in the fly-off, 69%
Texaco, 26 contestants, 19 in the fly-off, 73%
To me this indicates that the rules are too easy and need to be looked at to minimise this happening.
None of this is written to be critical of individuals, rather as food for thought for all of us a collective.
I look forward to some healthy discussion, both at Club level or through these pages.
Regards,
Hans VH 6305, SAM 27014
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Contest Calendar for 2015
Date

Event

Location

Start

March 1st

Combined Open

Meckering

9.00am

March 8th

Standard Duration

Oakford

9.00pm

Burford Duration

Oakford

11.00am

March 15th

WAFFS Free Flight Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

March 22nd

Maelstrom Mass Launch
Ebenezer Mass Launch

TBA

9.00am

Open Rubber State Championships

Meckering

9.00 am

March 29th

SLOP State Championships
April 12th

HLG/CLG State Championships

April 19th

Nostalgia

Oakford

9.00 am

April 26th

1/2A Texaco

Oakford

9.00 am

May 3rd

P30 State Champs / F1G Cup

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
May 17th

Power Scramble State

Oakford

9.00 am

May 24th

OT Duration

Oakford

9.00 am

2cc Duration Trial event

Oakford

11.00am

F1A, F1B and F1C State

Meckering

9.00 am

30th May– 1st June

Championships (TT)
31st May

Nostalgia /Vintage Glider

Oakford

9.00 am

June 7th

1/2A Electric

Oakford

9.00 am

OT Texaco

Oakford

11.00am

June 14th

’38 Antique

Oakford

9.00 am

28th June

Escargot Trophy

Meckering

9.00 am

Meckering

9.00 am

WAMAC Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
5th July

Open Power State Championships
F1B Crowley Cup
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup

July 12th

Nostalgia (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

19th July

Fuller, Nostalgia and F1Q

Meckering

9.00 am

Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
July 26th

Burford (State)

Oakford

9.00 am

August 15th – 16th

FIA Team trials F1A,

Meckering

9.00 am

F1B and F1C(TT)
Combined Open / Free Flight Cup
August 22nd -23rd

Possible weekend away

Dandaragan

September 13th

OT Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

September 20th

OT Standard Duration (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 4th

1/2A Electric (State)

Oakford

9.00am

October 25th

Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 8rd

1/2A Texaco (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 22th

’38 Antique (State)

Oakford

9.00am

November 29th

Tomboy Rally

Oakford

9.00am
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Owen Engines
Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits.
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radiocontrolled
2301 Sonata Drive
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670
Phone: (916) 635-4588
KlarichKits@gmail.com

Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction
diesels and spare parts are our speciality.
Contact David Owen for a catalog at
owendc@tpg.com.au

Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing!

Aerotech Electronics

Model Draughting Services
Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage,
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight
kits, plans and accessories.

Electronic ignition timers for sparkies!
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate
mechanical switches and make your spark
ignition installation a breeze!

Dave Brown
2 Cary Ave
Wallerwang, 2845, NSW
Ph: 02 6355 7298
Email: daveb@ix.net.au

Email Marvin Stern: IGN-sw@optimum.net

Want an Aussie made Ignition system?
Who you gonna call?

Peter Scott!!
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor ready to go only $70!!
. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262

Larry Davidson
66 Casa Mia Circle
Moneta, VA. 24121-5307
(540)721-4563
Supplier of specialist model equipment for
antique and spark ignition motors
Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Texas Timers
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for
free flight aircraft
Hank Nystrom

We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere.

Phone: (423) 282-6423
Email: sales@texastimers.com

Email: info@woodysengines.com

or Phone (269) 665-9693

www.texastimers.com
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